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Abstract

We study a class of direct revelation mechanisms which implement

outcome functions satisfying a monotonicity condition. Monotone im-

plementation is in dominant strategy equilibrium when values are pri-

vate and in ex post Nash equilibrium when values are interdependent.

The original Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanism is not a monotone im-

plementation mechanism although its many extensions to interdepen-

dent value models are. The extraction mechanisms of Cremer and

McLean (1985) are a special form of monotone implementation mech-

anisms for �nite type spaces.

1 Introduction

An important focus of mechanism design under incomplete information is ef-

�ciency, i.e., the problem of choosing social alternatives which maximize total

utility. The leading formulation of the e¢ cient mechanism design problem is

�Previously circulated under the title: Ex Post Implementation over Lattices.
ylevent.ulku@itam.mx
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with quasilinear payo¤s and private values where the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves

(VCG) mechanism induces dominant strategy incentives for truthful report-

ing of private information. In this paper we show that strong incentives for

truthful reporting can be induced for any social decision which satis�es a

monotonicity condition. These incentives are in dominant strategies if values

are private and in ex post equilibrium strategies if values are interdependent.1

The VCG mechanism implements an e¢ cient outcome by charging each

agent a payment equal to the cost he imposes on the rest of the agents. For

any agent i, this cost is the di¤erence between the maximal joint welfare of

the rest of the society if i did not participate in the mechanism and their

welfare under the e¢ cient outcome with i�s participation. Under private val-

ues neither of these magnitudes depends on i�s private information. As a

consequence no agent has an incentive to deviate from truthful reporting.

Suppose that by misreporting his type an agent can change the collective

decision from the e¢ cient outcome to a di¤erent outcome. His net utility

gain is the resulting change in social welfare which is necessarily nonpositive.

Remarkably, this reasoning does not rely on the exact nature of private in-

formation (whether types are vectors or numbers, the size of the type spaces,

etc.) and how it a¤ects valuations and marginal valuations for the outcome

variable. Equally importantly, nor does it depend on any order structure on

the set of outcomes, or an associated monotonicity/comonotonicity condition

on valuations.

There are important mechanism design problems, however, where values

are interdependent and/or the mechanism designer�s objective deviates from

e¢ ciency. In this paper we show that if the outcome function satis�es an

"individual monotonicity" property, then incentive compatibility may still

1Ex post equilibrium is a solution concept for Bayesian games which requires the play
of Nash equilibrium at every resolution of uncertainty. A mechanism is ex post incentive
compatible if truth telling is an ex post equilibrium in the game it induces. Ex post
incentive compatibility is now the standard notion of incentive compatibility in mechanism
design with interdependent values.
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be attained despite deviations from the private values-e¢ cient mechanism

design paradigm. An outcome function is individually monotone if it im-

proves according to an agent-speci�c criterion when that agent�s type goes

up and all other types remain the same. Individual monotonicity is an ap-

pealing feature of social outcomes and it follows from standard single crossing

conditions in many mechanism design problems of interest.

Solutions to the e¢ cient mechanism design problem under interdepen-

dent values have been obtained in various papers (Cremer and McLean

[1985], Ausubel [1999], Jehiel and Moldovanu [2001], Bergemann and Val-

imaki [2002]). These solutions are direct revelation mechanisms commonly

referred to as generalized VCG mechanisms. Our analysis complements this

literature by highlighting the role of the individual monotonicity condition in

attaining incentive compatibility in the e¢ cient mechanism design problem

with interdependent values.

Let us sketch the results and the procedures commonly used in the afore-

mentioned papers. The generalized VCG mechanisms share important prop-

erties. First, they are ex post incentive compatible if the e¢ cient outcome

rule is monotone. Monotonicity is not a logical consequence of e¢ ciency

alone but it follows under special assumptions which we discuss below. Sec-

ond, if values are private, then a generalized VCG mechanism charges each

agent the original VCG payments.

The following technical features of these models are worth special empha-

sis.

� Type spaces are intervals on the real line, or as in Cremer and McLean
[1985], they are �nite and completely ordered. This is not a coincidence

as Jehiel and Moldovanu [2001] and Jehiel et al. [2006] show that very

little can be accomplished in terms of characterizing incentive compat-

ibility in interdependent value models with general multidimensional

type spaces.

� The set of social decisions is ordered and this has a bearing on the
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de�nition of important monotonicity, interagent crossing and monotone

di¤erences conditions.2

Building on these features two important conditions play crucial roles in

the formulation of generalized VCG mechanisms: (1) an interagent cross-

ing condition which states that a change in an agent�s own induces a larger

change in that agent�s marginal value for the social outcome then it does

in the marginal value of any other agent, and (2) a monotone di¤erences

condition which states that higher types of an agent have higher marginal

values for the social outcome. The interagent crossing condition serves the

purpose of obtaining an e¢ cient outcome function which satis�es individ-

ual monotonicity.3 The monotone di¤erences property, in conjunction with

the individual monotonicity of the e¢ cient outcome function, implies that

incentive compatible payments can be constructed. In a sense, then, the gen-

eralized VCG mechanisms constitute a generalization of a special subclass of

VCG mechanisms which implement e¢ cient and monotone social outcomes.

Thus they belong to the class of monotone implementation mechanisms which

we analyze in this paper.

The framework we have described is common to the analyses of auc-

tions in Cremer and McLean (1985) and Ausubel (1999) and the abstract

social choice model in Jehiel and Moldovanu (2001). In the Jehiel-Moldovanu

model, valuations are linear in the type vector and the interagent crossing

condition takes an especially simple form: the marginal e¤ect of an agent�s

type on social welfare must be increasing in the social alternative. In related

work, Bergemann and Valimaki (2002) show that it is the monotonicity of

the e¢ cient outcome that leads to its implementability, without using an

2To juxtapose the original VCG mechanism with its generalizations, we should reem-
phasize that neither the de�nition, nor the incentive compatibility of the VCG mechanism
depends on how private information is modeled and how social alternatives are ordered.

3The interagent crossing condition also appears in Maskin [1992], Maskin and Dasgupta
[2000] and Perry and Reny [2002] indicating that general auction mechanisms also require
monotonicity in the outcome variable.
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interagent crossing condition. Our results will indicate that if monotonicity

is satis�ed, then e¢ ciency does not play any role in the implementability of

a social outcome.

Monotone implementation is commonly used in a host of models which

are not primarily centered around the goal of e¢ ciency. All studies of the

optimal auction problem make assumptions that guarantee the individual

monotonicity of the optimal auction. (See Myerson [1981], Branco [1996]

and Levin [1997] among others.) The generalized second price auction used

in internet advertising (Edelman et al. [2006]) satis�es a similar monotonic-

ity condition in the sense that an advertiser gets a better spot if his bid

goes up while other bids remain constant. Bergemann and Morris [2007]

present an interdependent value auction which is strictly monotone and ap-

proximately e¢ cient. Their auction can be implemented in strict dominant

strategy equilibrium by a monotone implementation mechanism.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents examples of monotone

implementation in two environments where the VCG mechanism is not in-

centive compatible. Section 3 outlines the model. Section 4 develops the

main result concerning the implementability of individually monotone out-

come functions. Section 5 we identi�es su¢ cient conditions for e¢ cient out-

come functions to satisfy individual monotonicity. Section 6 is devoted to an

analysis of a class of set allocation problems where a di¤erent set of su¢ cient

conditions apply. Section 7 shows that monotone implementation mecha-

nisms and VCG coincide if values are private and the e¢ cient mechanism is

readily individually monotone. Section 8 concludes. Most of the proofs are

collected in the appendix.

2 Examples

In this section we illustrate monotone implementation mechanisms in two

examples. The �rst example is a private value environment where the mech-
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anism designer solves a weighted social welfare maximization problem. The

second example is an interdependent value auction.

Example 1 (Weighted welfare maximization under private values) The

agents are indexed by i = 1; :::; n andA is a set of social outcomes. Each agent

i is equipped with a type space Ti and a valuation function vi : A� Ti ! <.
Utilities take the form vi(a; ti)�xi where a is the social outcome, ti is i�s type
and xi is his payment. The set of collective type vectors is T = T1�� � ��Tn.
An outcome function is a map ' : T ! A. For now, we will say that ' is

implementable (in dominant strategy equilibrium) if there exists � : T ! <n

such that for every i; t = (ti; t�i) and t0i 6= ti, we have vi('(t); ti) � �i(t) �
vi('(t

0
i; t�i); ti)� �i(t0i; t�i). (We will strengthen the notion of implementabil-

ity to require ex post individual rationality and to rule out ex post budget

de�cits in the next section.) Let �1; :::; �n be nonnegative scalars not all equal

to zero and suppose that '�(t) solves maxa
P

i �iv(a; ti) for every t 2 T . We
will investigate the implementability of '�.

Consider the "VCG payments"

�V CGi (t) = max
a

P
j 6=i vj(a; tj)�

P
j 6=i vj('

�(t); tj)

for every i and t. Let Ui(t0i; t
0
�ijti) be the ex post payo¤ to i if the type

pro�le is t = (ti; t�i), the rest of the agents report t0�i and he reports t
0
i. Note

that under private values this number does not depend on t�i. Also de�ne

V (a; t) =
Pn

j=1 vj(a; tj). We have

Ui(t
0
i; t

0
�ijti)� Ui(ti; t0�ijti)

= [vi('
�(t0i; t

0
�i); ti)� �V CGi (t0i; t

0
�i)]� [vi('�(ti; t0�i); ti)� �V CGi (ti; t

0
�i)]

= V ('�(t0i; t
0
�i); ti; t

0
�i)� V ('�(ti; t0�i); ti; t0�i);

i.e., the ex post gain to misreporting is precisely the ensuing change in social

welfare. In the special case when �1 = � � � = �n, the di¤erence is nonpositive
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as '�(t) solves maxa
P

i v(a; ti). This is the classical VCG result. In general

it can be strictly positive and '� is not implemented by payments �V CG(�).4

In order to implement '� we will need some structure and to make matters

as simple as possible, we will consider an auction framework. Suppose that

the outcome space is A = f(a1; :::; an) 2 <n+ :
Pn

i=1 ai � 1g, and for every i,
Ti = [0; 1] and vi(a; ti) = aiti. Fix a vector � = (�1; :::; �n) 2 <n+. An explicit
form for '� can now be derived and it satis�es

'�i (t) = 1 if �iti > �jtj for all j 6= i, and
'�i (t) = 0 if �iti < max

j 6=i
�jtj for some j.

Note that ti 7! '�i (ti; t�i) is nondecreasing for every i and t�i. (We will call

this property weak individual monotonicity in Section 6.) We claim that

the payments �i(t) = '
�
i (t)maxj 6=i

�j
�i
tj for every i and t implement '� and

leave the veri�cation to the reader. We will note, however, that if the welfare

weights are strictly positive and the same for every agent, then � coincides

with the VCG payments �V CG for this auction problem. �

Example 2 (An auction with interdependent values) We consider a stan-

dard interdependent value auction with a linear structure as in Bergemann

and Morris [2007]. Take A = f(a1; :::; an) 2 <n+ :
Pn

i=1 ai � 1g and for every
i let Ti = [0; 1] and vi(a; t) = ai(�ti + �

P
j 6=i tj). An e¢ cient auction rule is

an outcome function ' : T ! C and it satis�es

'i(t) = 1 if (�� �)ti > (�� �)tj for all j 6= i, and
'i(t) = 0 if (�� �)ti < (�� �)tj for some j:

4To see this, let N = f1; 2g, C = f(c1; c2) 2 <2+ : c1 + c2 � 1g, T1 = T2 = [0; 2],
vi(c; ti) = citi, (�1; �2) = ( 12 ; 1) and t2 =

1
2 . If

1
2 < t1 < 1 and t

0
1 > 1, then q

�(t1; t2) =
(0; 1) and q�(t01; t2) = (1; 0). We have U1(t

0
1jt1; t2)� U1(t1jt1; t2) = t1 � t2 > 0.
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We claim that payments given by �i(t) = 'i(t)[�maxj 6=i tj + �
P

k 6=i tk] for

every i and t implement ' if two conditions are satis�ed: (1) � > � (which

implies that 'i(�; t�i) is nondecreasing) and (2) � > 0. Note that in the

private values special case where � = 1 and � = 0, �(�) de�nes the VCG
mechanism. We would like to emphasize that in this special case 'i(�; t�i) is
still nondecreasing if � > 0. If � < 0 the VCG mechanism payment for the

winning agent i is �V CGi (t) = maxj 6=i �tj 6= �maxj 6=i tj = �i(t). The VCG

mechanism implements the e¢ cient ' even when it is not monotone, but �

requires monotonicity of ' to induce truthful reporting. �

3 Model

The model is one of abstract social choice with transferable utilities and

consists of the following objects. The set of outcomes is a set A and the set

of agents is N = f1; :::; ng. Each agent i has a type space Ti and a valuation
function vi : A�T ! < where T =

Qn
j=1 Tj. Hence values are interdependent

as they depend on the entire type pro�le and not on an agent�s own type only.

As usual, a collective type vector t 2 T will be denoted (ti; t�i). Utilities are
quasilinear in money and take the form ui(a; xi; t) = vi(a; t) � xi where xi
is i�s payment. We maintain the following technical assumption throughout

the paper except in Proposition 1 where the type spaces are �nite.

Assumption For every i, Ti = [0; 1]. For every i; a and t�i, vi(a; �; t�i) :
[0; 1] ! < is a nondecreasing and continuously di¤erentiable function, and
vi(a; 0; t�i) = 0. We denote its derivative at ti by v0i(a; ti; t�i).

An outcome function is a map ' : T ! A. A (direct revelation) mech-

anism is a pair ('; �) where ' is an outcome function and � : T ! <n

determines monetary transfers.

We are interested in ex post incentive properties of mechanisms. A mech-
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anism ('; �) is ex post incentive compatible (XIC) if for every i; ti and t�i,

ti 2 argmax
t0i2Ti

vi('(t
0
i; t�i); ti; t�i)� �i(t0i; t�i):

If ('; �) is ex post incentive compatible, then truthful reporting constitutes a

Nash equilibrium in the complete information games corresponding to every

possible realization of the type vector. It is well known that in the special

case of private values where vi(a; ti; t�i) = vi(a; ti; t0�i) for all i; t�i and t
0
�i,

ex post incentive compatibility is equivalent to dominant strategy incentive

compatibility.

A mechanism ('; �) is ex post individually rational if vi('(t); t)��i(t) � 0
for every i and t, and budget feasible if

P
i �i(t) � 0 for every t. Individual

rationality implies that agents�ex post payo¤s at the truth telling equilib-

rium are at least their outside option which we normalize to zero. Budget

feasibility rules out ex post budget de�cits.

Finally, we will say that an outcome function ' is ex post implementable

if there exists a payment rule � such that the mechanism ('; �) is ex post

incentive compatible, ex post individually rational and budget feasible.

4 Monotone Implementation

We are interested in identifying su¢ cient conditions for ex post implementabil-

ity of outcome functions. Cremer and McLean [1985] identify such conditions

when type spaces are �nite and completely ordered. We begin by reviewing

a modi�cation of their result to �t our abstract social choice environment.

Proposition 1 (cf. Cremer and McLean [1985]) Suppose that A = [0; �q]

and for every i, Ti = f0; 1; :::; �tig for some positive integer �ti and vi(�; t) is
nondecreasing. Then ' : T ! A is ex post implementable if the following

two conditions are satis�ed:
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1. nondecreasing di¤erences; for every i; t�i a0 < a and ti 6= �ti,

vi(a; ti; t�i)� vi(a0; ti; t�i) � vi(a; ti + 1; t�i)� vi(a0; ti + 1; t�i),

2. monotonicity; for every i; t�i and ti 6= �ti,

'(ti; t�i) � '(ti + 1; t�i):

The �rst set of conditions is monotone di¤erences of valuation vi on A�
Ti and the second is the monotonicity of the outcome function in ti. The

mechanism used in the proof is "extraction mechanism" in which payments

are given for every i and t�i by �
E
i (0; t�i) = 0, and

�Ei (ti; t�i) =
Xti

� i=1
[vi('(� i; t�i); � i; t�i)� vi('(� i � 1; t�i); � i; t�i)] (1)

for every ti � 1. Cremer and McLean use this mechanism in their surplus

extraction result with statistically correlated types.5

There are two complications that arise in developing a similar result in

our model. First, in our framework monotonicity of the outcome function

needs to be carefully de�ned. Second, even in the special case A = [0; �q]

Cremer-McLean result still does not apply if type spaces are not �nite. An

exact extension of the extraction mechanism payments in (1) to the case

where type spaces are intervals has not been identi�ed.

To proceed, we will endow every agent i with a partial order �i on A.
We will denote by �i the strict part of �i.

De�nition 1 An outcome function ' : T ! A is individually monotone if

5We should emphasize that the Cremer-McLean result will hold as long as type spaces
are �nite and completely ordered. In particular, types need not be numbers on the real
line.
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for every i and t�i

t0i < ti ) '(ti; t�i) �i '(ti; t�i).

Two cases are of particular interest. If, as in Proposition 1, A = [0; �q] and

�i is the less than or equal to relation for every i, then individual monotonic-
ity is precisely condition 2 in Proposition 1. If A = f(a1; :::; an) 2 <n+ :P

j aj � 1g, then we may write ' as a collection of individualized outcome
functions ('1; :::; 'n) where 'i : T ! [0; 1]. Suppose that a0 �i a if a0i � ai.
Then individual monotonicity is equivalent to the monotonicity of the maps

'i(�; t�i) on Ti = [0; 1]. Thus, individual monotonicity is suitably linked to
familiar notions of monotonicity.

In order to address the second complication we introduce the class of

monotone implementation mechanisms (MIMs).

De�nition 2 A mechanism ('; �M) is a monotone implementation mecha-

nism if ti 7! v0i('(ti; t�i); ti; t�i) is Lebesgue integrable for every i and t�i,

and

�Mi (t) = vi('(t); t)�
Z ti

0

v0i('(� i; t�i); � i; t�i)d� i. (2)

for every i and t.

From now on we will restrict attention to outcome functions which satisfy

the integrability condition in De�nition 2. Next we show that MIMs can be

used to implement individually monotone outcome functions.

Proposition 2 A monotone implementation mechanism ('; �M) is ex post

incentive compatible, ex post individually rational and feasible if the follow-

ing two conditions are satis�ed:

1. the maps vi satisfy nondecreasing di¤erences on A � Ti, i.e., for every
i, t�i, t0i < ti and a

0 �i a

vi(a; t
0
i; t�i)� vi(a0; t0i; t�i) � vi(a; ti; t�i)� vi(a0; ti; t�i),
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2. ' is individually monotone.

We would like to make the following remarks regarding Proposition 2.

Remark 1 There is an exact analogy between the conditions identi�ed in
Propositions 1 and 2. Not surprisingly, therefore, monotone implementa-

tion mechanisms and extraction mechanisms are intimately linked. To see

this, consider a single agent problem where A = [0; 1], T = [0; 1] and

v(a; t) = at. For any monotone outcome function ' : [0; 1] ! [0; 1], the

MIM payments are given by �M(t) = '(t)t �
R t
0
'(�)d� . Fix t and a se-

quence �n & 0 such that t=�n is an integer for all n. Let �E;�n(t) =Pt=�n
k=1 ['(k�n) � '((k � 1)�n)]k�n. Note that �

E;�n is the payment func-

tion for the extraction mechanism when the type space is f0;�n; 2�n; ::::; tg.
Since ' is monotone and the identity map is continuous the Riemann-Stieltjes

sum
Pt=�

k=1['(k�n) � '((k � 1)�)]k� converges to Riemann-Stieltjes inte-

gral
R t
0
�d'(�) as n grows without a bound. Integrating by parts we getR t

0
�d'(�) = t'(t) �

R t
0
'(�)d� = �M(t). Hence �E;� approximates �M for

small �.

Remark 2 The de�nitions of individual monotonicity and nondecreasing
di¤erences may be adapted to let the partial order �i depend on the type
pro�le t�i of the rest of the agents and Proposition 2 would still hold.

Proposition 2 has obvious implications for the two examples of Section 2.

Example 1 continued In the weighted welfare maximization example, the

monotone implementation mechanism payments associated with '� can be

calculated. Suppose that ti > maxj 6=i
�j
�i
tj. Then '�i (t) = 1 and

�Mi (t) = ti �
Z ti

0

'�i (� i; t�i)d� i = ti �
Z ti

maxj 6=i
�j
�i
tj

d� i = max
j 6=i

�j
�i
tj.
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If ti = maxj 6=i
�j
�i
tj, then �

M
i (t) = '�i (t)maxj 6=i

�j
�i
tj and if ti < maxj 6=i

�j
�i
tj,

then �Mi (t) = 0. In all three cases �Mi (t) = '�i (t)maxj 6=i
�j
�i
tj. Since '� is

individually monotone with respect to � for every i and since vi(a; ti) = aiti
satis�es nondecreasing di¤erences, '� is ex post implemented by �M . �

Example 2 continued In the e¢ cient auction example, the monotone

implementation mechanism payments can be calculated as follows. Suppose

that � > maxf�; 0g. If ti > maxj 6=i tj, then 'i(t) = 1 and

�Mi (t) = �ti + �
P

j 6=i tj �
Z ti

maxj 6=i tj

�d� i = �max
j 6=i

tj + �
P

j 6=i tj.

If ti = maxj 6=i tj, then �
M
i (t) = �i(t)[�ti + �

P
j 6=i tj] = �i(t)[�maxj 6=i tj +

�
P

j 6=i tj], and if ti < maxj 6=i tj, then �
M
i (t) = 0. In all three cases, then,

�Mi (t) = �i(t)[�maxj 6=i tj + �
P

j 6=i tj]. Note that since � > maxf�; 0g; '
satis�es individual monotonicity and valuations satisfy nondecreasing di¤er-

ences. We conclude by Proposition 2 that ' is ex post implemented by �M .

�

5 E¢ cient Implementation

Of particular interest in mechanism design are outcome functions which maxi-

mize total utility, i.e., e¢ cient outcome functions. Let V (a; t) =
Pn

j=1 vj(a; t)

denote the social welfare at outcome a if the type pro�le is t.

De�nition 3 An outcome function ' : T ! A is (ex post) e¢ cient if for

every t, '(t) solves

max
a2A

V (a; t): (3)

Now we can identify a set of conditions on the outcome space A and social

welfare function V under which e¢ cient outcome functions are individually

monotone. We will make use of some standard de�nitions from the theory of
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increasing optimal solutions. Let � be a partial order on a set X and de�ne

the associated join and meet operators _ and ^. The partially ordered set
X is a lattice if x_ x0 and x^ x0 belong to X whenever x and x0 are in X. a

function f : X ! < is supermodular if f(x) + f(x0) � f(x _ x0) + f(x ^ x0)
for every x and x0. A function h : X � [0; 1] ! < satis�es the strict single
crossing property in (x; t) if for every x0 � x and t0 < t, h(x0; t) � h(x0; t)

implies h(x; t) > h(x; t).

Proposition 3 An e¢ cient outcome function ' satis�es individual monotonic-
ity if the following conditions are satis�ed:

1. for every i, A is a lattice when ordered with �i,

2. for every i and t, V (�; t) : (A;�i)! < is supermodular, and

3. for every i and t�i, V : (�; �; t�i) : (A;�i)�Ti ! < satis�es strict single
crossing in (a; ti).

The proof of Proposition 3 is a straightforward application of the theory of

increasing optimal solutions. For every i and t�i, (3) satis�es the conditions

in Theorem 2.8.7 in Topkis [1998]. In particular, the constraint set is a lattice,

the set of parameters ti is linearly ordered, the objective is supermodular in

the choice variable a and it satis�es strict single crossing in (a; ti). Thus,

�xing i and t�i, we conclude that any selection of solutions '(�; t�i) to (4)
must be nondecreasing.

Combining Propositions 2 and 3, (or Propositions 1 and 3) we conclude

that an e¢ cient outcome function is ex post implementable if the three con-

ditions of Proposition 3 are satis�ed and valuations satisfy the nondecreasing

di¤erences property in Propositions 1 and 2. We record this observation next.

Corollary 1 An e¢ cient outcome function ' : T ! A is implementable if

the following conditions are satis�ed:
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1. for every i and t�i, vi(�; �; t�i) : (A;�i)�Ti ! < satis�es nondecreasing
di¤erences

2. for every i, A is a lattice when ordered with �i,

3. for every i and t, V (�; t) : (A;�i)! < is supermodular, and

4. for every i and t�i, V : (�; �; t�i) : (A;�i)�Ti ! < satis�es strict single
crossing in (a; ti).

There are important environments in which the outcome set is linearly

ordered. If this is the case, the lattice and supermodularity conditions are

automatically satis�ed and one need only check conditions 1 and 4 to apply

Corollary 1. An important example is the linear social choice environment

in Jehiel and Moldovanu [2001]. In their model the set of outcomes is an

arbitrary �nite set A = fa1; :::; aKg. Valuations are linear in types and

are given by vi(a; t) =
Pn

j=1 �ij(a)tj, where the maps �ij(�) : A ! < are

common knowledge. The coe¢ cient �ij(a) measures the marginal e¤ect of

j�s private information on i�s value for outcome a. Jehiel and Moldovanu

conveniently order A for every i by a0 �i a if �ii(a0) � �ii(a). This implies
that valuations satisfy nondecreasing di¤erences. As another consequence,

(A;�i) is completely ordered for every i. All that remains to show, then, is
that V satis�es the strict single crossing properties in Condition 4 of Corollary

1. Jehiel and Moldovanu introduce the weak congruence condition

�ii(a
0) < �ii(a))

P
j �ji(a

0) <
P

j �ji(a) (4)

exactly for this purpose. Note that in this linear model, V (a; t) =
P

i

P
j �ij(a)tj

and @V
@ti
(a; t) =

P
j �ji(a). As a result V (�; �; t�i) : (A;�i)� Ti ! < satis�es

strictly increasing di¤erences if a0 �i a implies
P

j �ji(a
0) <

P
j �ji(a). By

de�nition of �i, this statement is equivalent to (4). Since strictly increasing
di¤erences is stronger than strict single crossing property, the implementabil-
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ity of the e¢ cient outcome function in Jehiel and Moldovanu can be obtained

using our Corollary 1.

In many problems social outcomes do not form a lattice and Proposition 3

and Corollary 1 do not apply. We will develop an approach for such problems

within a more structured framework in the next section, concentrating on

social outcomes which specify a set for every agent.

6 Set Allocation Problems

In this section we will analyze mechanism design problems in which social

outcomes involve speci�cation of a set for each agent. To be precise, we will

analyze problems in which, for some �nite set 
; the set of social outcomes

is A � 2
 � � � � � 2
 (n times). If a 2 A, we will sometimes switch the
order of coordinates and write a = (ai; a�i). We will maintain the following

assumption.

Assumption: For every i; t; a and a0, vi(a; t) = vi(a0; t) if ai = a0i.

Hence we continue allowing for informational externalities but there are

no externalities pertaining to the allocation. We will denote the projection

of A onto its ith coordinate by Ai � 2
. Abusing notation, we will write

vi(a; t) = vi(ai; t) and treat vi to be a map de�ned on Ai � T .
The order structure is as follows. Each i uses the componentwise exten-

sion of the weak inclusion order � on A. We will denote this order by �n.
In other words, for every i, a0 �i a if and only if a0j � aj for every j. The

induced strict order is given by a0 �i a if and only if a0j � aj for every j and
a0j � aj for some j.
Now by appropriately changing the de�nition of the nondecreasing dif-

ferences property to account for the restricted domain Ai � T , the results in
the previous sections can be cast to apply in the current structure.
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The leading example of set allocation problems are those where indivisible

private goods are allocated between the agents.

Combinatorial allocation Let 
 be a set of objects andA = f(a1; :::; an) :
[iai � 
 and ai \ aj = ? if i 6= jg. The set ai is now interpreted as the
set of objects i receives. Note that (A;�n) is not a lattice and Proposition 3
does not apply. �

Other problems which can be analyzed using a set allocation framework

include public good provision problems and queueing problems.

Since A has the product structure
Q
iAi an outcome function ' : T ! A

can be written in terms of "individualized" outcome functions ('1; :::; 'n)

where 'i : T ! Ai. Implementability and e¢ ciency of ' are de�ned exactly

as before. With the current order structure, an outcome function ' : T ! A

is individually monotone if for every i; t�i and t0i < ti, we have '(t
0
i; t�i) �n

'(ti; t�i), i.e., we have 'j(t
0
i; t�i) � 'j(ti; t�i) for every j = 1; :::; n. In other

words, ' is individually monotone if the set allocated to every agent enlarges

when an agent�s type goes up.

An exact analog of Proposition 2 applies in set allocation problems, which

indicates that an outcome function ' is implementable if ' is individually

monotone and if for every i and t�i, vi(�; �; t�i) : (Ai;�) � Ti ! < satis�es
nondecreasing di¤erences.

We will now show that the notion of monotonicity can be weakened.

De�nition 4 In a set allocation problem, an outcome function ' = ('1; :::; 'n)
satis�es weak individual monotonicity if for every i and t�i, t0i < ti implies

'i(t
0
i; t�i) � 'i(ti; t�i).

Thus if ' satis�es weak individual monotonicity, then only i�s set is re-

quired to expand as a result of an increase in i�s type. Now we can provide

a weaker set of su¢ cient conditions for implementability.
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Proposition 4 An outcome function ' in a set allocation problem is imple-
mentable if

1. ' satis�es weak individual monotonicity, and

2. for every i and t�i, vi(�; �; t�i) : (Ai;�)�Ti ! < satis�es nondecreasing
di¤erences.

Note that the interdependent value auction example in Section 2 is a

�uid extension of the current framework. The e¢ cient auction rule is im-

plementable precisely because under the condition � > maxf�; 0g it satis�es
weak individual monotonicity and valuations satisfy nondecreasing di¤er-

ences over [0; 1]� Ti .
Next we will identify a set of su¢ cient conditions for e¢ cient outcome

functions to satisfy individual monotonicity in the set allocation environment.

If the social outcomes form a lattice, then such conditions are on individual

valuations rather than the social welfare function. First we note the following

fact.

Lemma 1 If (A;�n) is a lattice then (Ai;�) is a sublattice of (2
;�) for
every i.

Consequently, if the set of social outcomes A is a lattice, we can meaning-

fully impose the condition that an individual valuation vi is supermodular

on Ai for every t. This condition implies a complementarity relationship

between elements of 
.

Proposition 5 Let ' = ('1; :::; 'n) be an e¢ cient outcome function in the
set allocation problem. Then ' satis�es individual monotonicity if the fol-

lowing conditions are satis�ed:

1. (A;�n) is a lattice,

2. for every i and t, vi(�; t) : (Ai;�)! < is supermodular, and
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3. for every i; j and t�i, vj(�; �; t�i) : (Aj;�) � Ti ! < satis�es strictly

increasing di¤erences.

The condition that the outcome set is a lattice when ordered with the

componentwise extension of � is satis�ed in certain applications and violated
in others. In public good problems with A = f(a1; :::; an) : ai = aj for every i
and jg this condition is satis�ed. In combinatorial auction problems it fails.
To address the environments in which the outcome set is not a lattice we

follow the methodology in Ülkü [2009]. De�ne A�i(ai) = fa�i : (ai; a�i) 2 Ag
and let

v��i(ai; t) = max
a�i2A�i(ai)

P
j 6=i vj(aj; t).

be the largest surplus attainable by the rest of the agents at type pro�le t, if

i is allocated set ai. Next de�ne

v�i (ai; t) = vi(ai; t) + v
�
�i(ai; t)

and note that '(t) solves maxa2A V (a; t) if and only if for every i, 'i(t) solves

max
ai2Ai

v�i (ai; t). (5)

If Ai is a lattice, then we can use the theory of monotone optimizers in

analyzing (5). This observation leads to the following result.

Proposition 6 Let ' = ('1; :::; 'n) be an e¢ cient outcome function in a

set allocation problem. Then ' satis�es weak individual monotonicity if the

following conditions are satis�ed.

1. (Ai;�) is a sublattice of (2
;�) for every i,

2. v�i (�; t) : (Ai;�)! < is supermodular for every t, and

3. v�i (�; �; t�i) : (Ai;�)�Ti ! < satis�es strict single crossing property for
every i and t�i.
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The supermodularity and the strict single crossing conditions in Propo-

sition 6 require further comment. The strict single crossing property of v�i in

(ai; ti) is equivalent to the statement

vi(ai; t
0
i; t�i)� vi(a0i; t0i; t�i) � v��i(a

0
i; t

0
i; t�i)� v��i(ai; t0i; t�i)

)
vi(ai; ti; t�i)� vi(a0i; ti; t�i) > v��i(a

0
i; ti; t�i)� v��i(ai; ti; t�i)

for every i; t�i; t0i < ti and a
0
i � ai. Let us �rst note that in the case of private

values, the right hand sides of the both inequalities are equal. As a result,

the extended strict single crossing property is implied by strictly increasing

di¤erences of individual valuation functions. In general, the strict single

crossing property captures the informal idea that ti should have a larger e¤ect

on the marginal valuations of i than it does on the marginal valuations of j 6=
i. Such an assumption seems critical to proving individual monotonicity of

ex post outcome e¢ cient mechanisms. In specialized settings, an interagent

crossing condition is su¢ cient. To see this let 
 = f!g and vi(ai; t) =
�i(ai)wi(t) where wi is di¤erentiable and 0 � �i(?) < �i(
). Now the

extended strict single crossing property follows if @wi
@ti
(t) >

@wj
@ti
(t) for every i

and t. This is precisely the condition that ti has a larger e¤ect on i�s marginal

value for the outcome variable. Similar assumptions designed for the same

purpose have appeared in all work on auctions with interdependent values,

e.g., Cremer andMcLean [1985], Ausubel [1999], Dasgupta andMaskin [2001]

and Perry and Reny [2002].

The supermodularity condition is satis�ed in some but not all cases of

interest.

Example 3 (Combinatorial allocation with two agents) Consider a two-

agent combinatorial allocation problem where N = f1; 2g and A = f(a1; a2) :
ai � 
 and a1 \ a2 = ?g for some set 
. Suppose that the objects are
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complements at every type vector and for each agent, i.e., that v1(�:t) and
v2(�; t) are supermodular for every t. Then a2 7! v�1(a2; t) is supermodular

on A2 and a1 7! v�2(a1; t) is supermodular on A1. To see this, note that

A2(a
0
1) = 2


na01 and A2(a001) = 2

na001

Let

a02 2 arg max
a22A2(a01)

v2(a2; t) and a002 2 arg max
a22A2(a001 )

v2(a2; t):

It follows that

a02 [ a002 � 
na01 [ 
na001 = 
n(a01 [ a001); and
a02 \ a002 � 
na01 \ 
na001 = 
n(a01 \ a001)

Since a02 [ a002 2 A2 and a02 \ a002 2 A2; we conclude that

v�2(a
0
1; t) + v

�
2(a

00
1; t) = v2(a

0
2; t) + v2(a

00
2; t)

� v2(a
0
2 [ a002; t) + v2(a02 \ a002; t)

� v�2(a
0
1 [ a001; t) + v�2(a01 \ a001; t)

where the �rst inequality follows from the supermodularity of v2(�; t): Simi-
larly for v�1(�; t). �

Example 4 (Allocating 2 objects) Consider the problem of allocating two

indivisible complementary objects to n agents. Let N = f1; :::; ng and 
 =
f!1; !2g and set A = f(a1; :::; an) : ai � 
 and ai \ aj = ? if i 6= jg.
Suppose that vi(�; t) is supermodular for every i and t. The problem of

�nding the revenue-maximizing mechanism in this setting was considered by

Levin [1997]. In this very simple case, Ai = 2
 for each i and ai 7! v��i(ai; t)
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is supermodular if and only if

v��i(f!1g; t) + v��i(f!2g; t) � v��i(?; t) + v��i(f!1; !2g; t) = v��i(?; t):

Suppose that vj(f!1g; t) = v��i(f!2g; t) and vk(f!2g; t) = v��i(f!1g; t): If
j = k, then supermodularity of vk(�; t) implies that

v��i(f!2g; t) + v��i(f!1g; t) = vj(f!1g; t) + vj(f!2g; t)
� vj(f!1; !2g; t) + vj(?; t)
= v��i(f!1; !2g; t):

If j 6= k, then the allocation where aj = f!1g, ak = f!2g and aq = ? for all
other q 6= i; j; k is feasible for the problem maxa�i2A�i(?)

P
j 6=i vj(aj; t) from

which we deduce that

v��i(f!2g; t) + v��i(f!1g; t) = vj(f!1g; t) + vk(f!2g; t) � v��i(?; t)

and ai 7! v��i(ai; t) is supermodular. �

The argument used in Example 4 is speci�c to the case of two indivisible

objects and breaks down with more that two objects. Unfortunately, the

function v��i(�; t) will not generally be supermodular on Ai when A is not a
lattice. On the other hand, there are applications involving valuation func-

tions whose special structure does not require supermodularity conditions.

Example 5 (Multiunit allocation problems) Consider a multiunit alloca-

tion problem in which m units of of an indivisible object will be allocated

between the agents. In this application agents are only interested in the num-

ber of units they receive. It is therefore useful to write v̂i(jaij; t) = vi(ai; t)
and transform the outcome space to A0 = f(k1; :::; kn) 2 Zn+ :

P
i ki � mg.
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As a result, we have

Ai = f0; 1; :::;mg,
A�i = fk�i 2 Zn�1+ :

X
j 6=i
ji � mg, and

A�i(ai) = fk�i 2 Zn�1+ :
X

j 6=i
ki � m� kig.

Suppose that there exist maps wi : f0; 1:::;mg � T ! <+ such that

v̂i(ki; t) =
Xki

k=1
wi(k; t):

The number wi(k; t) is the marginal valuation of agent i for the kth unit,

if the type vector is t. Suppose that wi(0; t) = 0. In this environment, the

lattice and supermodularity conditions are automatically satis�ed and an

e¢ cient outcome function is weakly individually monotone if the extended

strict single crossing property is satis�ed. The payments of the monotone

implementation mechanism which implements the e¢ cient outcome function

can be explicitly calculated. Fix a weakly individually monotone allocation

rule ', an agent i, and a type vector t. De�ne � ki (t�i) = inffz : 'i(y; t�i) = kg
for k = 1; :::; 'i(t) and let �

k+1 = ti. In words, � ki (t�i) is agent i�s critical

type for the kth unit. We have

�Mi (t) =
X'i(t)

k=1
wi(k; t)�

Z ti

0

X'i(y;t�i)

k=1
w0i(k; y; t�i)dy

=
X'i(t)

k=1
wi(k; t)�

X'i(t)

l=1

Z � l+1i (t�i)

� li(t�i)

Xl

k=1
w0i(k; y; t�i)dy

=
X'i(t)

k=1
wi(k; �

k
i (t�i); t�i):

Thus, in a multiunit model with an indivisible object MI mechanism asks

each agent to pay the sum of marginal valuations for each unit that he ob-

tains, where these marginals are evaluated at his critical type for that unit.

Analogous results have been obtained in Ausubel (1999) in his analysis of
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the generalization of the Vickrey auction to an interdependent value envi-

ronment. �

7 Private values

We will now argue that monotone implementation mechanisms constitute a

suitable extension of VCGmechanisms to interdependent value environments

by showing that the two mechanisms coincide under private values. We will

establish this in a combinatorial allocation problem. Note that ? 2 Ai in
allocation problems. De�ne A�i = fa�i : (ai; a�i) 2 A for some aig and
A�i(a

0
i) = fa�i : (a0i; a�i) 2 Ag. Note also that A�i(?) = A�i.

Suppose that values are private. A VCG mechanism is a pair ('; �V CG)

where ' = ('1; :::; 'n) is ex post e¢ cient and �
V CG is given for every i and t

by

�V CGi (t) = max
a�i2A�i

X
j 6=i
vj(aj; tj)�

X
j 6=i

vj('j(t); tj)

= max
a�i2A�i

X
j 6=i
vj(aj; tj)� max

a�i2A�i('i(t))

X
j 6=i

vj(aj; tj):

Proposition 7 Suppose that values are private and that ' is a monotone
and e¢ cient outcome rule. Then the monotone implementation mechanism

('; �M) is a Vickrey-Clarke-Groves mechanism.

Proof. Fix i and t�i and note that f'i(z; t�i) : z � tig is a completely
ordered (by �) subset of 2
. Write f'i(z; t�i) : z � tig = fa1i ; :::; alig where
aki � ak+1i for every k = 1; :::; l � 1. Let a0i = ?. Divide [0; 1] into subsets
�1i ; :::;�

l
i such that 'i(z; t�i) = aki if and only if z 2 �ki . Note that each

�ki is nonempty and connected, and that [0i; ti] = [lk=1�ki . Consequently
inf �ki = sup�

k�1
i . Let � ki = inf �

k
i . For every k 6= 1, by standard continuity
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arguments we must have

V ((aki ; '�i(�
k
i ; t�i)); �

k
i ; t�i) = V ((a

k�1
i ; '�i(�

k�1
i ; t�i)); �

k
i ; t�i)

implying

vi(a
k
i ; �

k
i )� vi(ak�1i ; � ki ) = max

a�i2A�i(ak�1i )

X
j 6=i

vj(aj; tj)� max
a2A�i(aki )

X
j 6=i

vj(aj; tj)

Now we can write, by letting �m+1i = ti and � 0i = 0

�Mi (t) = vi('i(t); ti)�
Z ti

0

v0i('i(z; t�i); z)dz

= vi(a
l
i; ti)�

lX
k=1

Z �k+1i

�ki

v0i(a
k
i ; z)dz

=
lX

k=1

[vi(a
k
i ; �

k
i )� vi(ak�1i ; � ki )]

=
lX

k=1

"
max

a�i2A�i(ak�1i )

X
j 6=i

vj(aj; tj)� max
a�i2A�i(aki )

X
j 6=i

vj(aj; tj)

#
= max

a�i2A�i(?)

X
j 6=i

vj(aj; tj)� max
a�i2A�i(ali)

X
j 6=i

vj(aj; tj)

= �V CGi (t):

and this completes the proof.

8 Conclusion

We analyzed monotone implementation in standard mechanism design envi-

ronments with transferable utilities. Of critical importance to our analysis

is the assumption that type spaces are intervals. However this seems to be

an indispensable assumption in mechanism design. By partially ordering
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outcome spaces we can identify a class of outcome functions which can be

implemented in ex post equilibrium. Under various lattice, supermodularity

and single crossing assumptions we show that e¢ cient outcome functions be-

long to this class. Many ad hoc outcome functions (which are not necessarily

solutions to a mechanism design problem) satisfy individual monotonicity

and are therefore implementable.

The close connection between the Cremer-McLean mechanisms with �-

nitely many types and the monotone implementation mechanisms when type

spaces are intervals raise an intriguing question regarding whether or not

exact full surplus extraction results can be obtained in our framework. We

leave this question for future research.

9 Appendix: Proofs

Proof of Proposition 16 De�ne payments �E : T ! <n as in the main
body of the text, by �Ei (0; t�i) = 0, and

�Ei (ti; t�i) =
Xti

� i=1
[vi('(� i; t�i); � i; t�i)� vi('(� i � 1; t�i); � i; t�i)]

for every ti � 1. We will show that if ' is monotone and vi satis�es nonde-
creasing di¤erences in (a; ti), then ('; �

E) is ex post incentive compatible.

Fix i; t�i and t0i < ti and note that '(t
0
i; t�i) � '(ti; t�i). By nondecreas-

ing di¤erences, we getXti

� i=t0i+1
[vi('(� i; t�i); � i; t�i)� vi('(� i � 1; t�i); � i; t�i)]

�
Xti

� i=t0i+1
[vi('(� i; t�i); ti; t�i)� vi('(� i � 1; t�i); ti; t�i)]

= vi('(ti; t�i); ti; t�i)� vi('(t0i; t�i); ti; t�i).
6This proof is a modi�cation of ideas in Cremer and McLean and we include it for

completeness.
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Therefore,

vi('(ti; t�i); ti; t�i)� �Ei (ti; t�i) = vi('(ti; t�i); ti; t�i)

�
Xti

� i=1
[vi('(� i; t�i); � i; t�i)� vi('(� i � 1; t�i); � i; t�i)]

= vi('(ti; t�i); ti; t�i)

�
Xt0i

� i=1
[vi('(� i; t�i); � i; t�i)� vi('(� i � 1; t�i); � i; t�i)]

�
Xti

� i=t0i+1
[vi('(� i; t�i); � i; t�i)� vi('(� i � 1; t�i); � i; t�i)]

� vi('(ti; t�i); ti; t�i)

�
Xt0i

� i=1
[vi('(� i; t�i); � i; t�i)� vi('(� i � 1; t�i); � i; t�i)]

�[vi('(ti; t�i); ti; t�i)� vi('(t0i; t�i); ti; t�i)]
= vi('(t

0
i; t�i); ti; t�i)� �Ei (t0i; t�i).

A similar argument applies if t0i > ti. Thus ('; �E) is ex post incentive

compatible. �

Proof of Proposition 2 We will show that if �M is as de�ned in (1),

then ('; �M) is ex post incentive compatible, ex post individually rational

and feasible. Fix i; t�i and t0i < ti and an individually monotone outcome

function '. We have

�Ei (ti; t�i)� �Ei (t0i; t�i) = vi('(ti; t�i); ti; t�i)� vi('(t0i; t�i); t0i; t�i)

�
Z ti

t0i

v0i('(z; t�i); z; t�i)dz

� vi('(ti; t�i); ti; t�i)� v('i(t0i; t�i); t0i; t�i)

�
Z ti

t0i

v0i('(t
0
i; t�i); z; t�i)dz

= vi('(ti; t�i); ti; t�i)� vi('(t0i; t�i); ti; t�i)
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where the �rst equality follows from (1), the inequality from conditions 1 and

2 in the proposition, and the ultimate equality follows from the integrability

of v0i(a; �; t�i). Similarly if ti < t0i. Thus the monotone implementation mech-
anism ('; �E) is ex post incentive compatible. To check ex post individual

rationality, note that

vi('(t); t)� �Ei (t) =
Z ti

0

v0i('(z; t�i); z; t�i)dz � 0

since v0i(a; z; t�i) � 0 for every a; t�i and z. Finally, we haveZ ti

0

v0i('(z; t�i); z; t�i)dz �
Z ti

0

v0i('(ti; t�i); z; t�i)dz

= vi('(ti; t�i); ti; t�i)

where we use vi('(ti; t�i); 0; t�i) = 0. It follows that �
E
i (t) � 0 and ('; �E) is

feasible. This completes the proof. �

Proof of Proposition 3 We skip this proof. See the main text for an

informal argument, which can easily be formalized.�

Proof of Proposition 4 The argument mimics closely the proof of Propo-

sition 2.�

Proof of Proposition 5 In light of Proposition 3, it su¢ ces to show that

V (�; t) : (A;�n) is supermodular for every t, and V (�; �; t�i) : (A;�n)�Ti ! <
satis�es strict single crossing property for every i and t�i.
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To show that V (�; t) is supermodular, pick a and a0 and note that

V (a; t) + V (a0; t) =
P

j(vj(aj; t) + vj(a
0
j; t))

=
P

j(vj(a
0
j [ aj; t) + vj(a0j \ aj; t))

= V (a _ a0) + V (a ^ a0).

We will show that V (�; �; t�i) satis�es strictly increasing di¤erences, which
is a stronger condition than strict single crossing. Pick a0 �n a and t0i < ti.
Note that a0j � aj for every j and a0j � aj for some j. We have

V (a; t0i; t�i)� V (a0; t0i; t�i) =
P

j(vj(aj; t
0
i; t�i)� vj(a0j; t0i; t�i))

<
P

j(vj(aj; ti; t�i)� vj(a0j; ti; t�i))
= V (a; ti; t�i)� V (a0; ti; t�i)

and the proof is complete.�

Proof of Proposition 6 The proof follows from a straightforward appli-

cation of Theorem 2.8.7 in Topkis [1998] in Problem (5).�
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